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Abstract

Purpose: determination of main conditions for complying individual potentials of physical condition and students’ physical fitness for practicing appropriate kind of sports.

Material: In the research students attending sport circles participated (n=960). Sport qualification of the participants was in the range from beginners to international masters of sports. The contingent of the tested consisted of different age groups and sport specializations.

Results: for satisfaction of students’ individual interests to definite kinds of sports it is necessary to have professional graphs of motor functioning in sports and ergo-graphic characteristic of competition exercises. Students shall have information about their physical condition and physical fitness. Besides, it is necessary to have the data about students’ current physical condition, which determines students’ workability. Passport data about medium of motor functioning and individual’s physical potentials permit to find adequacy of combining and success of object-medium interaction. It results in enthusiasm in practicing certain kind of sports.

Conclusions: The presence of adequate compliance between determined analytical links of physiological processes of individual’s adaptive behavior and requirements to the chosen medium of sport functioning permits to maximally effectively solve the problems of students’ physical education’s individualization.
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Introduction

The problem of students’ physical education at modern stage of its re-organization implies realization of individual approach, which would consider characteristics of physical condition, initial fitness, interest to definite motor functioning and degree of its importance understanding. In each age period these tasks have own specific aspects of solution. In all cases it is necessary to determine compliance between demand in motor functioning and possibility of its satisfaction with definite motor actions [1, 2, 3].

Solution of problems of students’ physical education is shown in some other directions:
- Study of students’ professional-technical maturity [25];
- Study of students’ attitude to physical activity and their intentions to be physically active [26, 33, 38];
- Study of health and physical education teacher’s in students’ training [34, 37];
- Influence of physical exercises on law faculty students’ psychic health [39];
- Analysis of students’ psychic health in globalized world [27, 28];
- Influence of internet and computer habits on students’ health [22, 35];
- Students’ leisure motor activity [31];
- Substantiation of pedagogic technology of disabled students’ physical education [21];
- Sport and health related competition activity [24, 32, 36];
- Simulation of students’ sport functioning [23, 29, 30].

Solution of the mentioned tasks require consideration individual physical condition (biological age), which, to large extent, differs from chronological age. Special aspects of individual physical growth determine bent and succession of certain motor functioning’s specificities. On the base of these specificities professional graphs of existing and appearing kinds of sport activity shall be created. With such approach age characteristics of physical condition shall be considered, as well as classification of fulfilled physical load’s heaviness: by its intensity, by qualitative orientation of the fulfilled motor activity [4]. Assessment of the fulfilled physical load’s feasibility requires ergo-graphic analysis. With it, it is necessary to consider that physical load’s feasibility is determined by current functional state of an individual. All mentioned requirements for individual approach realization in physical education building is based on mean static indicators, which do not permit to ensure its individualization.

The purpose of the research is to solve the problem of individualization of students’ physical potentials assessment. It gives rise to a group of tasks to be solved for re-organization of existing physical education system.

Material and methods

Participants: students from different Kharkov HEEs, attending sport circles’ trainings, participated in the researches. Sport qualification of the participants was in the range from beginners to international masters of sports. The contingent of the tested consisted of different age groups and sport specializations. Total quantity of participants was 960 persons.

Organization of the research: the materials for the research were collected during 2010-2013, in the period of functioning of Non-Olympic and professional sports.
scientific-research institute.

The tasks of the research include:
- Determination of individual’s age;
- Building of professional graphs for appropriate kinds of sport functioning;
- Ergo-graphic analysis of appropriate actions in the studied kind of sport functioning;
- Working out of organism potentials’ assessment, as well as determination of certain motor functioning kind’s feasibility by dynamic of changes in organism’s potentials;
- Working out of assessment of preferable motor functioning qualitative structure;
- Determination of optimal individual regime of the offered physical load.

Studies in these directions are rather fragmentary. It rather complicates formation of holistic idea about individual criteria for assessment of norm and functional optimum of organism’s adaptation behavior. In such cases the used research methods are based on mean-statistical characteristics of population norm of physical condition. These norms have exhausted their solving potentials for them to be applied in individual assessment of organism’s adaptation potentials. It means that it is necessary to find the ways how to solve the mentioned problems. In solution of each of the set task there are a lot of approaches. It brings to demand in general principles, determining behavioral dynamic of the studied processes. For solution of the mentioned tasks in the fulfilled works the following methods were used:
- Dynamic analogy [5];
- Theory of similarity and dimension [6];
- Analysis of empiric data in attribute semantic spaces [7];
- Mathematical modeling [8, 9].

The following bio-medical methods were used:
- Clinical anthropometry [10];
- Modeling of biological age assessment [11];
- BP indicators by orthostatic test of N.Ye. Teslenko [12];
- Standard tests for physical fitness and motor qualities.

For assessment bio-mechanical characteristics the following was applied:
- Video-recording of the studied movement;
- Laws of mechanics, determining sportsman’s body mass center traveling in supported and unsupported movement.

Results of the research

Understanding of analogy determines general character of regularities in different fields of knowledge. At present it permits to comprehensively use them and transfer in the conducted researches in the field of physical culture and sports. One of the most urgent problems in any professional field is clear definition of professional graph and ergo-graphic characteristic of its motor component. Solution of this problem is especially acute for theory of physical culture and sports. The first studies in this direction were made by I.M. Sechenov in 1964. In the fulfilled ergo-graphic studies of arm’s work he found dependence of workability reduction on duration and intensity of the fulfilled work. However this work had descriptive character. More profound analysis was practically impossible, because up to the middle of 19th century the conception “energy” was vague.

Characteristic of term “Energy” was based on its translation from Greek and meant power, value or efficiency of something. “Energy” was defined so in the first edition of British encyclopedia, published in 1771. In 1783 J. Watt introduces the unit of work, expressed in horse power. In 19th century conceptions of kinetic and potential energy appear; laws of one energy kind transformation to other are found; ways of energy description in particular cases are determined; energy starts to be applied to human physical functioning and to its motor component. Concept of human or animals’ potential energy still remained undefined and could not be measured [17].

In existing studies of motor functioning in different kinds of sports the most attention is paid to kinematic energy consumption. It is explained by feasibility of its measurement, providing body mass and velocity of its traveling are known.

According to scope of the consumed work, for transferring definite quantity of kinematic energy, their correlation permits to connect the values of kinematic energy \( \frac{1}{2} mv^2 \) and fulfilled work FS. From this relation \( \frac{1}{2} mv^2 = FS \) it is possible to determine the force, manifested at certain segments of distance or the structure of the fulfilled movement. Determination of potential energy consumption with fulfillment static work is not possible with the help of the above mentioned expression, because there is no velocity value and indicators of body movement under impacting force.

Static efforts require great consumption of potential energy. It is necessary to consider that in structure of any movement there is static tension. This tension determines working posture. Then, consideration of potential energy consumption in physical work (when composing its ergo-graphic description) is a necessary component.

Potential energy is directly connected with power or speed of work fulfillment. If to mean intensity of muscular tension, it is important to know the value of muscular effort and the period of its acting. These characteristics can be measured and controlled. With the help of dynamometer and stop-watch it is possible to find impulse of force (F*t).

In step-by-step method of force measurement it is possible to make a sequence of force impulse with every correlation of unbending angle between appropriate bio-kinematic links. Such measurements of force impulse in respect to unbending angle carry two informational characteristics:

1) Position of bio-kinematic links in respect to each other (to be measured by angle between them - \( \phi \)); value of effort with every observed position (F);

2) Period of its preservation (t), permitting to determine force impulse (Ft).

Consequent measurement of maximal effort (with
fixed position between connected bio-kinematic links) and ranging of their values (with uniform increment of unbending angle) permitted to find law of effort’s increment at unbending angle of joint.

This value points at velocity of maximal force increment at unbending angle ($dF/d\varphi$). In polar coordinates system it is logarithmic spiral. Characteristic aspect of this dependence’s individual features is flexion of logarithmic dependence, which does not change with every current state. The changes in the state of fatigue are registered only in force. Increment ($dF/d\varphi$) in all cases does not change. The same dependence is noticed with velocity of this dependence growing in time ($dF/d\varphi$). The described dependence is shown in fig. 1.

Determination of time of muscular tension duration (force impulse in every fixed position of bio-kinematic pair) was fulfilled with its different value in respect to maximum. Velocity of potential energy consumption in respect to duration of muscular tension is in exponential dependence. This manifests in different physiological processes. Its individual features are noticed only in coefficient of exponent’s flexion.

Such dependence of force impulse behavior permits to find its highest value with definite force of static muscular tension. Graphically it is shown in fig. 2.

Analysis of the received dependence (see fig. 2) permits

---

**Fig.1.** Graphic picture of static effort change ($dF/d\varphi$) depending on unbending angle in joint. Note: 1. Logarithmic spiral of change ($dF/d\varphi$) after intensive training. 2. Logarithmic spiral of change ($dF/d\varphi$) with sportsman’s high workability.

**Fig.2.** Graphic picture of force value dependence on intensity of impulse, generating appropriate quantity of movements. Notes: 1. Dependence curve of static tension’s intensity and duration of its conservation. 2. Curve of force impulse under different intensity of static tension. 3. Graph points corresponding o maximal force impulse and tension intensity. 4. Flex point on curve 2. Value $1/e=1/2.72$, where $e = 2.718$.
to find that the most optimal regime of static tension (with which maximal impulse of force is observed) corresponds to force 1/e from its maximal manifestation (as on the moment of sportsman’s physical condition).

With it force impulse in static tension contains maximal quantity of movement, which can be transferred to body. Maximal force with static tension I function of state and taken as “one”. With physical workability weakening the value of maximum reduces. It reflects consumption of potential energy.

In fig. 1 there are two logarithmic spirals, crossing radii of force vectors. This force is manifested under different angles of bio-links’ unbending. If to observe consequent reduction of physical workability then, in respect to every state, it would be possible to obtain cross point of appropriate logarithmic spiral with radius of force vector. The ranged sequence of these points will compose logarithmic sequence of workability potential’s weakening. Its graph completely coincides with picture in fig.2. Individual aspects of these regularities are noticed only in coefficients, reflecting curvatures’ flexion.

The mentioned regularity and “function of state” is observed in all directions of vectors radii. In this case for control of current physical condition it would be quite enough to determine the character of behavior of ranged force change sequence in different physical condition. It permits (by single measurement with fixed unbending angle between bio-kinematic pair of links) to find sportsman’s current condition. The determined regularity was tested in researches of Van Sign Ny [18] and a number of other works [1-3].

The described regularity of “function of state” changes actually reflects potential energy consumption, resulted from fulfilled work and static tension. Loss of potential energy reflects organism’s condition. This loss is an indicator of current workability wakening or fatigue. Determination of current maximal applied force (by corresponding vector) permits to determine degree of fatigue in the given bio-kinematic link. Such methodic permits to find the share of appropriate total bio-kinematic structure’s links. It is purposeful to realize in the following conditions: when finding reasons of standard motor actions’ technical violations; in optimal regime of muscular group in holistic dynamic stereotype of the fulfilled movement.

For determination integral indicator of general fatigue it is purposeful to use single dynamometric static tension, related to its maximal indication:

$$\frac{F_i}{F_{max}} = K,$$

where $F_i$ is force as the moment of its measurement; $F_{max}$ – force, demonstrated by sportsman in his the most workable condition and taken as a criterion for comparison; $K$ – indicator of workability weakening.

Exponential character is a specific feature of coefficient K behavior. It implies that one and the same increment of function correspond to argument increment one and the same times. When argument changes by the law of geometrical progression, function will change by the law of arithmetical sequence. Actually, this function is a foundational one in organization of biological, social and physical phenomena [19].

The found analytical connection between endurance and quickness substantially changes the methods of fatigue’s study. These methods permit to realize the following: register individual aspects of the process; consider its qualitative characteristics and determine optimal load for achieving maximally possible volume of work to be fulfilled with the given intensity. When making ergo-graphic passport of sportsman’s motor functioning this regularity permits to restore complete structure of reaction to different intensity loads by value back strength.

In researches of different run distances this regularity permits to find consumption of energy for static forces, directed at keeping working posture. In this case by result of standard static force (by standard plio-metric exercise) energy consumption for certain distance is found. From its value kinetic energy, spent for distance overcoming, is deducted. The received difference reflects its consumption for working posture static tension in work’s fulfillment. Such methodic is presented for the first time. Its application opens new spectrum of researches, which earlier could not be realized.

**Discussion**

Complete solution of physical education’s individualization problem is possible only when determination of univocal individual bent’s correspondence to motor functioning specificities and optimal medium is possible. Characteristic of medium can be measured rather accurately. Measurement of individual’s potentials for assessment of his compliance with medium is also relatively solved. At present time there is no unified passport, which would contain: physical condition, degree of individual’s bent to motor functioning specificities; his readiness for fulfillment of task with the set complexity and assessment of current condition.

As far as there is a demand in professional graph of every sport activity, it is necessary to make professional record of individual fitness for appropriate kind of physical functioning.

For this purpose characteristics of physical progressing as biological maturity indicator are required. Specificity of motor functioning is determined by shares of motor qualities. In this case shares’ correlation of motor qualities (motor abilities and motor attributes), which determine individual motor potentials, is required in professional graph. In the whole, available at present time works in the field of physical culture and sports theory permit to practically solve this problem [13].

Ergo-graphic analysis of motor functioning was rather difficult because there were no methodic for determination of potential energy level (or reserve). Assessment of only kinetic energy did not permit to build ergo-graph of movement completely. It eliminated its value in the whole. The reason was that any motor action bears static
tension and kinematic characteristics, reflecting traveling of body bio-kinematic links. The consumed kinetic energy is found rather simply, if to know the mass of body and its velocity. But consumption of potential energy for keeping body posture was difficult to be found. It made impossible to construct general picture of energy consumption, required for definite motor action.

This task became solvable owing to finding of regularity of force at unbending angle between appropriate bio-kinematic links of total kinematic chain of body. Determination of physical force indicators (static tension, kinematic of body links’ traveling) opened wider opportunities for researches in sports, especially in cyclic kinds.

Assessment of consumed potential energy for muscular tension permits to control individual’s current condition and determine his current fatigue (workability). Owing to video recording current workability can be registered without contact at any distance, feasible for visual control. The main idea of such control is that measurement of decelerating dynamic of bending angle (or unbending angle between bio-kinematic pair in plio-metric motor actions) characterizes the progress of current fatigue [14].

The worked out methods of composing individual characteristic of motor functioning qualitative structure became possible owing to implementation attribute semantic spaces in scientific research practice. In these spaces there is single measure of the used attributes’ comparison. The created on his base model characteristics of the best sportsmen permit to purposefully select the closest by qualitative correspondence body structures of sportsmen-beginners [7].

Computer modeling of movements’ kinematic permits to enter individual weigh-height data, bio-kinematic links’ masses and their gravity centers. Such approach permits to reproduce technique of movements with complex coordination. It changes practice of sportsman’s technical training rather substantially.

The problem of current express control over organism’s functional state can be solved because there are many new methods of research. Of special importance are: modern methods of video recording; computer programs of video-records’ processing; the found laws of organism’s reactions to endured physical load.

Substantial contribution in physical training individualization and determination of different motor aptitude was made by comprehensive researches of human and animals organisms’ morphological and functional systems during all history of science.

Demands of social progress and differentiation of industry deepened knowledge in appropriate fields. It resulted in development specific terminology. Then, advanced branch lost need in further deepening of knowledge, because they exceeded the frames of social demands. Need in other field of knowledge developed in the same order, but gave birth to other terminology. It complicated understanding their similarities. With certain periodic character of differentiated knowledge spheres’ development there appeared demand in integration of their achievements. Such integration has certain limits of their generalization, but always substantially contributed in further deepening of knowledge. Just these periods of scientific knowledge development can be estimated as periods of synchronization of inter-conditioned researches and emersion of agreed scientific terminology [15].

Knowledge differentiation and integration processes have reproducible periodization at all levels of self-organization of inter-conditioned relations. It can be presented as frequency characteristic of the required process. The volume of fulfilled scientific knowledge differentiation and integration can be characterized as their amplitude oscillation in each of their development periods. With accumulation of knowledge certain volume and qualitative orientation there appears possibility to find the laws of this process progressing.

The most expressively this process was characterized by G. Bernal., who said that “In science more than in any other human institute it is necessary to study the past for understanding of the present and domination over the nature in the future” [20].

Of not less importance, in this respect, is necessary accumulation of knowledge about the past for understanding it in the present [16]. Such waves of knowledge integration can be noticed in every sphere of knowledge and their interdisciplinary combinations. Long lasted struggle between vitalist and mechanistic approaches to theory of development resulted in understanding unanimity of material world development laws and then in general.

In biological field of knowledge formation of system was based on purely anatomic classification principles. Further formation of this concept presented system as a complex of inter-conditioned relations, directed at receiving final result. Their opposition ended by combining. It permitted to regard the process of development as single morphological functional interaction, resulted in organic genesis in developing “autonomous system”. Theory about unclear multitudes permitted to finalize general theory of systems. In its turn it resulted in successful solution of many tasks. It permitted to find mechanisms, explaining restriction of developing systems’ complexity; reasons of emersion of functional activity differentiation; to solve the problem of paradox of development.

**Conclusions**

Appropriate video recording means, computers, software permitted to fulfill processing of received sport data more qualitatively. It permitted to find analytical regularities and to use video recording processing results in actual scientific researches. Such regularities are practical tool in organization of training process, control over competition performances and their further analysis.

Realization of such control implies corresponding training of coach personnel and certain logistic. Control of fatigue dynamic by change of bio-kinematic links’ movements makes possible to solve this task in real time. However, with complete presence of the above mentioned
opportunities a coach can not ensure fulfillment of all scope of possible work.

In modern training process there exists registration of sportsman’s individual features and his current condition. For this purpose specialist is required, who will analyze results of video records’ computer processing.

Solution of these tasks requires training specialists for ensuring scientific-technical maintenance of training and competition processes. It implies new specialization for ensuring scientific technical maintenance and control over dynamic of human functional state. Training of such specialists is dictated by need in monitoring of human current state in different branches of industrial functioning, medicine, sports and rehabilitation medicine.
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